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Did the fund have any
retirement phase interests
(pensions) during the
income year?

No actuarial certificate required
The fund’s income will be 100% taxable and
the fund cannot claim exempt current pension
income (ECPI).

NO

YES

Was the fund paying a defined benefit pension
during the income year

IS AN
ACTUARIAL
CERTIFICATE
REQUIRED?

NO

Was the fund solely in retirement phase for the
entire income year?

YES

NO

NO

YES

The fund will require an adequacy opinion
from an actuary. This can be obtained in our
defined benefit pension report.

No actuarial certificate required
All of the assests supporting retirement phase
interests are segregated. Income earned on these
assets is ECPI using the segregated method.

Did the fund have disregarded small fund assets in
the income year?
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Follow your path to find out if your fund needs
an actuarial certificate for the 2021-22 and
following income years.

YES

Defined benefit actuarial
certificate required

YES

Did the trustees elect to segregate certain assets,
or pools of assets, to solely support retirement
phase interests during the income year?
NO

Were there any days during the income year
where the fund was solely in retirement phase (i.e.
had no accumulation, non-retirement phase TRIS,
or reserve accounts on those days)?
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Actuarial certificate required
NO

The Fund’s assets are unsegregated and ECPI can
be claimed using the proportionate method.

YES

Actuarial certificate required

YES

The Trustee(s) have the choice of which ECPI
method to use for periods solely in retirement
phase. Did the trustees elect to treat all periods
which were solely in retirement phase as
unsegregated for the income year?

Was the value of the segregated assets always
equal to the total balance of all retirement phase
interests during the year (i.e. all assets supporting
retirement phase accounts were segregated)?

NO

NO

YES

The fund has both unsegregated and
segregated assets supporting retirement phase
interests. Income earned on assets elected to
be segregated or when the fund is solely in
retirement phase is ECPI under the segregated
method. ECPI can be claimed for all other
income using the proportionate method.

